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LESSON 8 

 
Strong Wordsigns for child, shall, this, which, out, still 
Strong Groupsigns for ch, sh, th, wh, ou, st Ordinal Numbers 
 
In General 
Like the contractions and, for, of, the, and with, the 
contractions to be studied in this lesson represent certain letter 
combinations that can represent a whole word or part of a 
word. When standing alone, they represent a whole word 
beginning with those letter combinations. However, when they 
are connected to other letters they take on their groupsign 
meaning and become part of a word. These contractions and 
their meanings are as follows: 
 
Contraction Wordsign & Groupsign Meanings 
 

*  (Wordsign) child    

     (Groupsign) ch 

 

%  (Wordsign) shall    

     (Groupsign) sh 

 

?  (Wordsign) this    

     (Groupsign)  th 
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:  (Wordsign) which   

     (Groupsign) wh 

\  (Wordsign) out    

     (Groupsign) ou 

 

/  (Wordsign) still    

     (Groupsign)  st 

 
WORDSIGNS for child, shall, this, which, out, still  
When these contractions stand alone they are wordsigns.  

 
Example: 

Which child shall still come out to play this week? 

,: * % / come \ to play ? week8 
 

STRONG GROUPSIGNS for ch, sh, th, wh, ou, and st  

Whenever these contractions are joined to other letters, they 

take on their groupsign meaning and lose their wordsign status. 

In general, these groupsigns can be used whenever the letters 

they represent occur within a word. Thus, the sign for ch is used 

in Chicago and scratch; the sign for sh in shoe and hush; the 

sign for th in thorn and filth; the sign for wh in what and whale; 

the sign for ou in proud, four, and coupon; the sign for st in 

state, past, and pistol; the signs for th and st in thistle; the signs 

for ou and ch in touch; and the signs for wh and st in whitest. 


